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Ethnic polling specialist Matt
Barreto discusses Latino vote
by

Annabelle Roberts
Contributing Writer

Associate
Professor
of
Political Science at the
University of Washington Matt
Barreto, principal and cofounder of the polling search
firm Latino Decisions, spoke
at Tufts yesterday about the
importance of the Latino vote
in the upcoming November
2012 elections.
The event, entitled “Why
Latinos Will Decide the
Presidential Election: A New
Model to Measure the Influence
in the 2012 Presidential
Election,” was held in the
Alumnae Lounge and co-sponsored by the Department of
Political Science and the Latino
Center, as well as supported
by the Tufts Democrats, Tufts
Republicans and the Roosevelt
Institute.
Barreto is the author of
“Ethnic Cues: The Role of
Shared Ethnicity in Latino
Political Behavior” (2010)
and has recently co-authored
“Change We Can’t Believe In:
Exploring the Sources and
Consequences of Tea Party
Support,” which will be published in 2013. Barreto is also
the director of the Washington
Institute for the Study of
Ethnicity & Race and director
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of the annual Washington Poll.
The event began with Barreto
outlining common misconceptions about Latino voters,
including two mistakes that
reporters often make.
“On the one hand they talk
about the Latino vote, that
all Latinos are the same,” he
said. “The opposite is that the
Latinos have too many segments and are too diverse.
These are both false premises.
They ignore important differences, but they also discount
our similarities.”
However,
he
explained
that Latinos mostly agree
on the topic of immigration,
according to the polls that
Latino Decisions has conducted. He said that 75 percent of Latino voters support
the Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors
(DREAM) Act, a piece of legislation that makes it easier
for young immigrants to attain
American citizenship.
“When we asked the question nationally, across almost
any
segment,
including
among Latinos who identify
as Republican, there is strong
support for [the DREAM Act]
in the Latino community,”
Barreto said. “Immigration has
see BARRETO, page 2
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MBTA ridership rates increase
despite fare hikes, deficit
by Josh

Weiner

Daily Editorial Board

Despite a fare hike implemented on July 1, ridership on
the Massachusetts Bay Transit
Authority (MBTA) in August continued to increase.
According to a statistic sheet provided by MBTA
Spokesman Joe Pesaturo, ridership remained essentially
level in July, the first full month
in which the higher fare rates
were implemented. Ridership
increased 1.2 percent during
the month of August compared
with statistics for Aug. 2011.
“Only a month after fares
were raised, MBTA ridership
increased for the 18th time
in 19 months,” Pesaturo told
the Daily.
The fare hike was proposed
in an effort to close the MBTA’s
operating deficit of $185 million
and was the first implemented
since 2007.
On July 1, the cost of a single subway ride on the T with a
CharlieCard increased from $1.70
to $2.00, and the price of a bus
ride with a CharlieCard increased
from $1.25 to $1.50. The price of
a single CharlieTicket for a subway ride increased from $2.00
to $2.50, and the price of a single CharlieTicket for a bus ride

Anthony Cannistra / The Tufts Daily

Fare hikes have not negatively impacted Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority ridership, which increased by 1.2 percent in August.
increased from $1.50 to $2.00.
Industry analysts claimed that
a 5.5 percent drop in monthly
ridership was to be expected following the fare hikes.
Rates of ridership did not grow
consistently and varied between
each of the MBTA’s services.
Pesaturo’s data indicates that the
Green Line experienced lower
increases in ridership than the
other lines of the T following the
implementation of higher fare
rates. Weekday bus services experienced a decrease in ridership.
Pesaturo estimates that the

MBTA now provides over 1.25
million passenger trips every
weekday. The MBTA at the
end of July announced that a
record 400 million passengers
had ridden the T within the
past fiscal year.
The MBTA still faces an annual budget deficit of over $100
million, despite favorable ridership reports.
Pesaturo said that the MBTA
has benefited from the overall
increase in ridership but still has
see MBTA, page 3

‘Rack City:’ UIT data
center is expanded
by

Patrick McGrath

Daily Editorial Board

Courtesy Laura Lasko

Made in Medford features content highlighting Tufts within the larger context of the Medford community.

Made in Medford fosters community connection
by

Charlotte Gilliland
Contributing Writer

For Tufts students, the community of Medford may be easily overlooked in comparison to
Somerville’s highly accessible
Davis Square. Recently, Made in
Medford, a website intended to
promote community events, has
reached out to Tufts students to fill
the void.
Junior Laura Lasko acknowl-

edged that a disconnect exists
between Tufts and the communities by which it’s surrounded.
“When you walk off campus, it
becomes very clear you’re either in
Medford or Somerville,” she said.
“There’s not a whole lot of integration with the community. Tufts is
very much its own part.”
In an effort to change that,
junior Amir Mosallaie has been
hired to explore the Medford community for the Made in Medford

site through a web series specific
to Tufts.
Made in Medford is a component of Project Open Voice, a
much larger initiative that consists of a set of websites hosted
by Comcast that are dedicated to
hosting videos featuring six different trial communities, including
Medford.
Comprised of strictly video

Inside this issue

see MEDFORD, page 3

The Tufts Summer Street
Data Center ( TSSDC), an
independent, secondary data
center location that complements Tufts’ primary data
center located in the Tufts
Administration
Building
( TAB), is currently undergoing expansion. Five new racks
of services, which are used to
store equipment and servers,
are to be added to the existing
10 racks at the center, according to Associate Director of
Telephony and Operations
at University Information
Technology (UIT) Kyle Pope.
“It will increase the amount
of services that we can run in a
more reliable, redundant way,”
Pope said. “So, for example,
the new [Student Information
System] is going to be available
there, which is a much higherquality data center than we
can build on campus.”
Philip Pascale, UIT associate
director of network services,
explained that the new racks
will help reduce issues of overflow and fulfill needs for additional space.
Pope noted that the amount
of services at the TSSDC should
be sufficient and that there are

no current plans for further
growth.
“We’ve expanded our lease,
and we’ll be taking occupancy of that by the end of this
month,” he said.
The space for the TSSDC was
leased from the Markley Group’s
Boston Data Center last summer, according to Pope. The
TSSDC was originally created
to expand the footprint of UIT
and create location independence, he added. Network connections between the Medford/
Somerville, Boston and Grafton
campuses come through the
TSSDC, creating additional levels of reliability.
Location independence will
allow services to continue if
anything happens at either
the TSSDC location or at the
TAB data center, according to
Pope. Pascale noted that the
distance between the two data
centers may be helpful in the
case of a disaster.
“For example, the one in
Boston has multiple power
points of entry, so they’ve got
multiple utilities that provide
power to them, multiple levels
of cooling, multiple uninterruptable power,” Pope said.
“So by using space there, that
see UIT, page 2
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Polling expert Matt Barreto, associate professor of political science at the University of Washington, spoke yesterday about the significance
of the Latino vote in light of this year’s presidential election.

Barreto encourages Latinos to vote in upcoming
elections, make voice heard
BARRETO

continued from page 1

become such a dominating issue.”
55 percent of Latinos who are registered to vote mentioned that they have
a family member, friend or co-worker
who is an undocumented immigrant,
according to Barreto.
“Among those, one out of six said
there was someone in their family who
was undocumented,” he said.
Increasing the percentage of Latinos
who register and vote would have a
huge impact on the upcoming election,
including the presidential, senate and
gubernatorial races, he said.
Barreto demonstrated the importance of increasing the Latino voter
turnout by displaying his website
LatinoVoteMap.org.
“What we’ve done is we’ve taken all

of the surveys that we’ve done about
Latino decisions, which is thousands
and thousands of interviews, and we’ve
put in the Latino vote in every state,”
he said.
The website features a visual, interactive tool in which viewers can slide
markers to alter the percentage of
Latinos who vote and who they vote
for. The resulting data shows the effect
that increased turnout can have on the
outcome of the presidential election.
For example, Barreto explained that
according to the visual map, presidential
candidate Mitt Romney would have a smaller chance of winning against President
Barack Obama if more Latinos vote.
Latino voters may also have an
impact on the Massachusetts Senate
race between candidates Elizabeth
Warren and Scott Brown, he added.

“Beyond the presidential election,
Latino voters will be important in
deciding the senate and gubernatorial
elections,” he said.
Barreto then described the results of
one of his exit polls, in which he asked
Latinos why they voted.
“[Almost] 43 percent said the reason
they voted was not because of the candidate, but was because they wanted to
support and give a voice to the Latino
community,” he said.
He concluded by encouraging Latinos
to vote, explaining that an increase in
Latino voter turnout would benefit the
entire Latino community.
“Vote just to represent your community,” Barreto said. “Vote even if you
don’t like the candidates. More people
will be paying attention to the Latino
American community.”
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University Information Technology over the summer moved into a new data center in Boston, creating more server and equipment space.

Data center in Boston eases disaster recovery
UIT

continued from page 1

allows us to take the highest value
applications and services on campus and make sure that they’re well
protected and the community is well
served by those.”
Pope explained that in the past UIT
had a disaster recovery solution that
dealt more with figuring out how to

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

quickly get the services working again
if something were to happen.
“We’re working to prevent any outages or interruptions of service rather
than responding to them to get them
back up and running after a failure,
and that’s really the core of the location independence,” Pope said.
Pope also noted that since the
Markley Group’s Boston Data Center

hosts many Internet service providers, there are additional opportunities available, including the development of voice-over Internet Protocol
for making telephone calls.
“We’ve been very happy there, and
we think that this really is an improvement to moving towards business continuity and preventing problems rather
than responding to them,” he said.
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Students produce video content
MEDFORD

continued from page 1

content, Project Open Voice is a relatively
new and ambitious concept that works to
strengthen the reach of public, educational
and governmental programming and to celebrate the spirit of local communities.
The Made in Medford site includes videos
profiling the Medford High School Marching
Band, Massachusetts General Hospital and
the Malden River Festival. The site also publishes a listing of local activities, and the simplicity of its video streaming makes the site
extremely user-friendly.
Additionally, Made in Medford only hosts
locally produced content in the hope that
it will create more meaningful ties with the
viewer. The site makes a special effort to
connect with local producers, like Mosallaie,
within the Tufts and Medford communities.
Mosallaie has been hired to produce two
videos a week for the site and has been
encouraged to film a variety of subjects within Tufts and Medford. This encompasses the
Tufts Community page, a recent feature on
Made in Medford.
“They gave me a lot of freedom about what
I can do,” he said. “I film a lot of stuff on campus, and I go and shoot stuff in Medford.”
Mosallaie has so far documented Tufts
Community Day, several a cappella groups
and many other events on campus, and he
hopes to get involved with other Tufts organizations. He also plans to shoot more events
in Medford, such as the Medford Arts Festival
and the Fall Festival.
“There’s a lot that can happen on campus,” he said. “It’s just about who’s willing to
be in front of the camera.”
The site has allowed Mosallaie to expand
beyond topics related to Tufts and Medford
by giving him the option to create his own
web series, “Social Butterflies,” which he produces with Lasko.
According to Mosallaie, they hope to create eight episodes for the web series, with
one produced every two weeks. They write
together and cast their friends as actors in
the series.
“We’re inspired by ourselves,” Mosallaie
said. “We’re inspired by each other’s quirks
and awkwardness, and that’s what leads to
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$130 million budget deficit projected
MBTA

interesting interactions.”
The first two episodes focus on Mosallaie
and Lasko as two awkward freshmen
encountering the opposite sex. It’s filled
with uncomfortable moments and eccentric comments.
“Essentially we’re playing exaggerated
versions of ourselves,” Mosallaie said.
Despite focusing efforts on writing and
directing, both act in the show in order
to facilitate production. The second episode was written, shot and edited within 24
hours, Mosallaie said.
Mosallaie admits that writing and producing his own web series is new to him,
as is the idea of seeing his face on the front
page of the site.
“Our videos, the ‘Social Butterflies’ videos, have gotten the most traffic of any
video on the site,” Mosallaie said. “When
you go on Made in Medford, it’s our faces,
which is insane because we have no idea
what we’re doing.”
Lasko hopes that their success matches
that of TUTV’s original series, “In Motion,”
a show with a large following that featured
many students in the production process.
“I hope that the website can pick up
some kind of following here,” she said.
“We’re trying to get the following that ‘In
Motion’ sort of had.”
Mosallaie and Lasko also hope the series
can further connections among the small
Tufts film community.
“We just want people to know that we’re
making ... and we’re writing stuff and ... acting,” Mosallaie says, “[I] hope that motivates
people to do the same and reach out to us.”
The local aspect of Project Open Voice
ensures that each producer must use the
resources available in their community,
however limited they may be, according to
Mosallaie. Yet this local focus is an important aspect of the project, and for Tufts,
building strong connections can help to
foster a link between college students and
their surrounding communities.
“We’re between two worlds,” Mosallaie
said. “Go on the site [and you’ll] see Medford
in big letters. There’s a Tufts Community
channel on the site. We’re definitely trying to
include the Tufts community.”

continued from page 1

a long way to go until the organization can
fully make up for the gap in its budget.
“The fare increase helped the MBTA
close the current fiscal year’s budget deficit,” Pesaturo said. “But a deficit of more
than $130 million is projected for next
year’s budget.”
The MBTA board is currently discussing new ways to plug its budget gap.
According to a poll survey conducted by
the Boston Globe earlier this year, 40 percent of Massachusetts voters would support a state bailout of the MBTA.
“I don’t think [a state bailout would]
be necessary,” sophomore Tyler Maher
said. “[That strategy] didn’t work on the
national level, and I think they should try
to figure out why they have the problem
in the first place, and then try to solve it,
rather than just throwing money at it.”
Maher cited some alternative ways that
the T could prevent losing money, such as

tightening security to keep people from
“piggy-backing” without paying for rides.
However, he said he is not surprised that
ridership rates have still been strong,
even after the increase in fare rates over
the summer.
“If you depend on the T for getting to
work, I don’t think you’re going to stop
riding it just because prices go up by
about 30 cents,” Maher said. “It’s better
than getting gas for your car and finding
parking in the city and still cheaper than
most public transportation systems in
other major cities.”
Sophomore Jonathan Wolf also believes
that the T is still a better option than driving into the city.
“It would depend on how much [the
fare] goes up, but coming from New York
City, where it’s $2.25 or $2.50 to get on
the bus or the subway, I still see it as a net
gain,” he said. “It’s a better, less expensive
alternative to taking a cab, walking or finding someone with a car who can drive.”

“A MUST-SEE
FILM!”
–Sean Hannity, FOX NEWS
AYN RAND’S EPIC NOVEL OF
A WORLD ON THE BRINK

EVERYTHING HAS A BREAKING POINT

WWW.ATLASSHRUGGEDMOVIE.COM

STARTS TODAY ONLY IN THEATERS
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR THEATERS AND SHOWTIMES
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RA Information Sessions
Monday, October 15,
Hill Hall - 8:00 - 9:00pm

Thursday, October 18,

Monday, October 29,

Lewis Hall 8:00 - 9:00pm

Campus Center Room 112
12:00 - 1:00pm

Tuesday, October 23,
Tuesday, October 16,

Houston Hall - 8:00 - 9:00pm

Tilton Hall - 8:00 - 9:00pm

Wednesday, October 24,
South Hall 8:00 - 9:00pm

Applications available beginning October 9, 2012.
Applications are due November 20, 2012.

Wednesday, October 31,
Campus Center Room 203
12:00-1:00pm

Tufts Residential Life and Learning Office
http://ase.tufts.edu/reslife/
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Doonesbury

Crossword

by

Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							

Thursday’s Solution

Married to the Sea 							

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Cooking coq au vin. Wait. What’s coq au vin?

Late Night at the Daily

Thursday’s Solution

Falcon: “STOP IT. It’s REAL SAUSAGE”
Want more late-night
laughs?
Follow us on Twitter
at @LateNiteAtDaily

Please recycle this Daily.
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Movie Review

Strong cast, black humor make ‘Psychopaths’ viciously funny
by

Alex Hanno

Daily Editorial Board

It’s hard to review writer/
director Martin McDonagh’s latest film, “Seven Psychopaths,”

Seven Psychopaths
Starring Colin Farrell,
Sam Rockwell, Woody
Harrelson
Directed by Martin
McDonagh
without comparing it to his feature debut, “In Bruges” (2008),
another black comedy starring
Colin Farrell. While there are
vast differences between them,
such as setting, plot and the
level of humor, certain themes
pervade each film that, when
compared side-by-side, make
the two appear quite similar.
Set in modern day L.A.,
“Seven Psychopaths” takes viewers into the life of straight-guy
Marty Faranan (Colin Farrell) as
he strives to complete his latest
screenplay — eponymously titled
“Seven Psychopaths.” He has a
script that he is determined to
set apart from the violent films
Hollywood pumps out by making
it solely about peace. When his
best friend and psychotic inspiration, Billy Bickle (Sam Rockwell),
kidnaps a vicious gangster’s
beloved Shih Tzu as part of a
dog thieving business, the pair is
forced into a violent and darkly
comedic journey in which every
other person they meet turns out
to be — you guessed it — a legitimate psychopath.
Like Marty’s screenplay and this
film’s predecessor, “Psychopaths”
is a movie almost wholly concerned with peace. Though it

Chuck Zlotnick / CBS Films

Sam Rockwell, pictured here alongside Christopher Walken and Colin Farrell, is the acting highlight of “Psychopaths.”
makes light of the hyper violence
associated with the Hollywood of
today, it simultaneously criticizes
such action as a means to an end,
championing peaceful protest as
the righteous alternative.
Through a number of clever scenes mostly prompted
by Christopher Walken’s brilliantly acted character, Hans,
“Psychopaths” manages to get

this theme across to its viewers,
leaving them to ponder the film’s
deeper points well past the finale.
Yet, “In Bruges” seemed to be able
to send this message in a far more
artistic and poignant fashion.
In comparison, “Psychopaths”
comes up a bit short.
What it lacks in tact, though,
“Psychopaths” makes up for in
humor. “In Bruges” went about as

dark as a film can go before crossing the line into a drama, but
McDonagh’s follow-up pushes
comedy from the start, succeeding in creating genuine, intelligent humor throughout.
Though he isn’t the lead,
Rockwell is the true star of the
film. Billy is a uniquely twisted
character, and you can’t help
but sympathize with him as he

runs around in an altogether
hilarious and mental fashion.
Reminiscent of his cocky character, Justin Hammer, from
“Iron Man 2” (2010) — albeit
one who is more demented and
far more capable — Rockwell
achieves comedy that is dark,
well-timed and wholly convincsee PSYCHOPATHS, page 6

Music Review

‘Kaleidoscope Dream’ is dreamy, articulate, mature showing from artist on the rise
by Joe Stile

Daily Editorial Board

Miguel’s
second
album,
“Kaleidoscope Dream,” avoids the
current R&B trends of Euro-pop

Kaleidoscope Dream
Miguel
RCA Records
flavorings and House infusions
pushed by artists like Usher and
Justin Bieber. Instead, Miguel’s
sound is closer to R&B’s earlier
masters like Sam Cooke, which is
why his new album is so incredibly
refreshing.
Miguel isn’t afraid to be quieter and more intimate than
most of the current chart-topping artists. His songs have little
bombast or unnecessary vocal
showiness. Instead, they unfold
at their own pace and rhythm,
much like D’Angelo’s standout
album, “Voodoo” (2000), did.
This is not to say that his songs
are boring or “easy-listening”
music, as they have some contagious basslines and elegantly
constructed harmonies.
While Miguel’s voice is often
lovely on his tracks, at times it is
not distinctive enough to make
him sound like the star he is.
Despite the overall high quality of
his songs, his vocal stylings and
tone frequently make him sound

Wikimedia Commons

Miguel’s new album unleashes the potential of his debut.
too much like John Legend or
other similar artists. This similarity, while impressive, makes him
more forgettable than one would
expect, considering his unbelievable melodies.
The album’s first song and first
single, “Adorn,” uses a small number of industrial sounds within
a standard soul structure. The
entire album sounds like a throw-

back, yet little attention-grabbing
industrial touches like the backing music on the opening track
make the album feel simultaneously forward-thinking as well as
reminiscent of R&B’s roots.
There is also plenty of variety
among the songs on “Kaleidoscope
Dream,” which range from slower and more retro-R&B sounding tracks to sultrier jazzy-based

ones and some funked-out soul
jams. This really is mature, adult
R&B; this thoughtfully produced
album has mature lyrics that are
far removed from the “drankingin-da-club” tracks that flood radio
stations. Miguel’s songs are introspective and personal, and they
create an atmosphere that washes
over the listener.
The album also avoids cluttering
the record with high-profile guest
rappers, which other R&B musicians tend to do. In fact, the album
has almost no guest artists, which
gives “Kaleidoscope Dream” a more
singular and unswerving feel.
Salaam Remi, who is known for
his neo-soul work with the late
Amy Winehouse, handles most
of the album’s production. These
productions build on Miguel’s fantastic harmonies and morph into
something unpredictable as the
album continues. For example, by
the end of the song “Don’t Look
Back,” weird sci-fi noises are audible over the captivating melody. It’s
an interesting move and Miguel’s
vocal prowess keeps it from overpowering the track.
Miguel is also smart enough to
keep all his tracks short. No song
even hits the five-minute mark,
which makes the tracks more
accessible than tracks of other
experimental artists.
“Kaleidoscope Dream” also
remembers to keep a beating heart
underneath its little tricks so that
the effects don’t feel frivolous and
showy. By doing so, Miguel ensures

these special effects remain part
of the tapestry he creates with his
atmospheric works.
The album’s best song — and
Miguel’s best song so far — is the
mesmerizing “Do You.” The entire
song centers on one rather bland
line, “Do you like drugs?” Based on
this alone, the track should be stupid, but its hazy atmosphere and
love-filled vocals make the song
the perfect mix of “quiet storm”
and soul. The beautiful and simple
melody, and lyrics like, “Do you
like drugs?/Well me too, well me
too./Do you like hugs?” make it
hard not to smile and hum along.
While some of Miguel’s songs have
high production value, he is unafraid
to strip others down to mostly just
his voice. This risk pays off to stunning effect. The song “Candles in the
Sun” is one such track that builds
from the chorus of, “Is there a God?/
Is he watching?/Is she watching?”
It comes off as an entrancing and
thoughtful tune, especially because
of its unfussiness.
“Kaleidoscope Dream” doesn’t
have the far-out experimentality of
R&B acts like The Weeknd or How
to Dress Well, and it remains even
further away from the bland club
music that people like Chris Brown
try to sell as R&B. While Miguel’s
songs bring to mind a lot of other
artists, the biggest influence that
hangs over it all is Prince. The
nectarous harmonies and incredible production detail will leave
listeners satisfied and hungry for
more albums of this caliber.
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Film pushes its selfawareness beyond
mere cleverness
PSYCHOPATHS

continued from page 5

Chuck Zlotnick / CBS Films

Strong cast members, including Woody Harrelson, all deliver individually in Martin McDonagh’s new film ‘Seven Psychopaths.”

Tufts Programs
Abroad
Upcoming Informational Pizza Parties

ing, making the film worth viewing for
his performance alone.
Add to that a slew of perfect moments
from Walken and classic Woody
Harrelson comedy, and there’s no excuse
not to laugh.
The real reason “Psychopaths’” comedy
succeeds, though, is its sharp screenplay.
Writing, rather than directing, seems to
be McDonagh’s strength, for the film isn’t
all that visually moving. “Psychopaths”
compensates by delivering a near-flawless
script, full of original jokes centered on outrageous violence, amusing witty exchanges
and individual voices for each character.
It’s no coincidence that this brilliant
screenplay is about a guy writing a supposedly brilliant screenplay. The entire film
is one ironically self-aware joke with the
characters perfectly content to imagine
their lives as if they were in a film. At one
point, Marty comments on how refreshing
it would be for the main characters of an
action film to break from conventions and
simply spend the latter half of the movie
camping out in the desert, just talking.
Sure enough, for the next thirty minutes,
that’s exactly what he, Billy and Hans end
up doing.
Pulling off this level of parody is no easy
feat — bringing “meta” to the masses has
never been simple. Yet “Psychopaths” does
it so seamlessly, eliciting laughs through
the use of this recurring gag without fail.
While “Seven Psychopaths” doesn’t work
in every area — for instance, it’s hard to take
the murderous mobster Charlie Costello
seriously when he’s played by Woody
Harrelson — it’s a strong follow-up to “In
Bruges,” filled with enough violence and
black humor to make the latter film proud.
With one of the most compelling and canny
endings seen on screen this year, and with
powerful performances across the board,
“Seven Psychopaths” is a self-referential
ride worth taking all the way to the end.

Student Groups,
Apply today!

Tufts in Chile:

Monday, October 15th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall Resource Library

Tufts in China:

Thursday, October 18th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall Resource Library
Other Upcoming Tufts Programs Events:

Tufts in Madrid: Tues., 10/23 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A
Tufts in Oxford: Wed., 10/24 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A
Tufts in London: Thurs., 10/25 @ 6pm in Dowling 745B
Tufts in Japan: Tues., 10/30 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A
Tufts in Ghana: Thurs., 11/1 @ 6 pm in the Africana Center
Tufts in Tübingen: Mon., 11/5 @ 6pm in Dowling Library
Tufts in Paris: Tues., 11/13 @ 6pm in Dowling Library

Come learn more about our programs!
http://uss.tufts.edu/studyabroad

Do you have a great idea for a campus event
but need a few extra dollars to make it
happen?

Apply for the Student Life Fund!
Deadlines:
October 15th, 2012
November 19th, 2012
February 18th, 2013
April 1st, 2013
Visit http://uss.tufts.edu/studentaffairs/slf.asp for
more details!
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Hair’s 2U - 20% off Tufts students.
154 Main St. Medford, next to
Dunkin Donuts. 781-391-2222.
Open Mon-Tue 9-3; Wed-Fri 9-6;
Sat 9-3; Sun 10-2 Full Service
Salon
classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Jumbos not intimidated by undefeated Bantams
FOOTBALL

continued from back

that has surrendered 246 rushing yards
per game, and will pose an especially large challenge for a young, injuryplagued defensive line.
“We had four freshmen on the defensive line on Saturday,” Civetti said. “They
haven’t had the years in the weight room
and haven’t had the opportunity to really
mix it up in there, and they’re growing,
they’re learning. We’ve just got to continue
to coach the heck out of them.”
Still, the Bantams rank just sixth in
the NESCAC in passing, and the Jumbos
will have to show that they are capable of
limiting the run to force Trinity to vary its
play-calling.
Meanwhile, on offense, Tufts is trying
to develop a more balanced attack after a
pass-heavy start to the season. The team
took a step in the right direction against
Bowdoin, passing for 124 yards and
rushing for 73, and now has four viable
running back options in freshman Justin
Weaver, sophomore Zach Trause and
juniors Marcel Pitre and Ryan Pollock.
Weaver stepped in last Saturday for an
injured Trause — who will be back in uniform on Saturday — and racked up 91 allpurpose yards in his first collegiate game.
“[Running backs] coach [Ashleigh]
Davenport said, ‘I don’t know if you’re
gonna get one play, I don’t know if you’re
gonna get 50 plays,’” Weaver said. “I guess
it was the latter. ... For the first couple

plays I was nervous, but then you realize
it’s just still football.”
With so many threats in the backfield,
the Jumbos hope they can establish the
run against a Trinity defense that shut
them out in 2011.
“My opinion with the running back,
it’s that whoever’s in the game at that
point is the starter,” Civetti said. “Some
people have different roles. I think
Marcel’s obviously done a nice job
on the goal line-type stuff, and Ryan
Pollock, Zach Trause and Justin Weaver
have continued to battle for who’s
going to get the carries at particular
points in the game. I think it’s a great
problem to have.”
If Tufts leaves Hartford victorious
tomorrow, it will go down as one of the
greatest upsets the NESCAC has ever seen.
And one thing’s for sure: The Jumbos are
not afraid, and they refuse to count themselves out.
“Why not?” Weaver said when asked if
his team had a shot on Saturday. “Anyone
can beat anyone in this league.”
The fact that Trinity has won 44 games
in a row at a home does not scare Weaver.
“That’s just a stat,” he shot back, cracking a smile. “It doesn’t really matter.”
Weaver went on to say that he wasn’t
aware of the daunting statistic in the
first place.
“I don’t go on the Trinity website,”
Weaver said. “I’ve got too much homework to do.”

oliver porter / The Tufts Daily

The Jumbos enter this weekend’s matchup with Trinity as big underdogs. A strong offense,
featuring skill players like junior wide receiver Pat Nee, hopes to come out with a vengeance
early on.

Team gets much-needed win as showdown with Williams awaits
MEN’S SOCCER

continued from back

Moeser, who started his first game of the
season, replacing junior Wyatt Zeller.
But only two minutes later, Santos
scored what turned out to be the gamedeciding goal, off an assist from senior
midfielder John Lewis. Santos managed
to do what Tufts has not in the past
few games: recover after the opponent
fights back.
“It was definitely an important goal to
get, so soon after Suffolk tied it up,” Santos
said. “We’ve gotten down in some of our
past games, and it was really good to not
let that happen in this one, and not to
hang our heads.”

Even though the Jumbos let up a goal
in the first half, Hoppenot was impressed
with the defensive effort and overall intensity of the team, especially with those
being the areas that Tufts has struggled
with recently.
“Defensively, we were much better. We
gave up one goal which was a deflection
off a corner kick, and we created a ton of
opportunities offensively,” Hoppenot said.
“We could have scored seven goals in the
first half, but our finishing wasn’t exactly
there. Just in terms of hard work and
defense, though, we were much closer to
where we should be.”
Hoppenot himself had no trouble finishing, as he provided the Jumbos an

insurance goal in the closing minutes of
the first half off a corner kick from Lewis to
put the Jumbos up 3-1 and effectively end
any hope of a Suffolk comeback.
The win against the Rams provided a
much needed morale boost for the Jumbos,
as their next match will be this weekend
against NESCAC-leading Williams, which
is ranked 17th nationally.
“This game was really good for us
because we were able to get our minds
right, and get back to the hard work that
got us to get the good start in the first leg
of the year,” Hoppenot said.
Looking ahead to Williams, Hoppenot
said the team’s game plan is less formulaic, and more about the hard work and

effort that he and his teammates need
to bring every game. A win against the
Ephs, who are currently undefeated in
the NESCAC, would also go a long way
to securing the Jumbos’ position for the
conference playoffs.
“We want to turn them over, really
create turnovers as high up the field as
possible, so we can run at them more
effectively,” Hoppenot said. “But more
than anything we just have to look at
this as one game. It’s us against the
other team, and we’re not going to look
at how they’ve done or how we’ve done.
We have the mindset that it’s one game,
and all we can do is work hard and finish our chances.”

SCHEDULE | Oct. 12 - Oct. 18
FRI

SAT

Football

at Trinity
1:30 p.m.

Field Hockey

at Williams
1 p.m.

Cross Country

at Connecticut College
Invitational
11 a.m.

Women’s Soccer

at Williams
12 p.m.

Men’s
Soccer

at Williams
1:30 p.m.

Volleyball

vs. Hamilton
6 p.m.

vs. Southwestern
10 a.m.
vs. Endicott
4 p.m.

Coed Sailing

at Navy Fall Invitational
9 a.m.

Women’s Sailing

at Yale
Inter-sectional
9 a.m.

SUN

Mon

Tues

Wed

vs. Bates
4:30 p.m.

vs. Christopher
Newport
6 p.m.

at Yale
Inter-sectional
9 a.m.

Thurs
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Jumbos’ defense suffocates Suffolk, dominates in 3-1 victory
by Jake Indursky

Daily Editorial Board

After a blazing start to the season, the
Jumbos have cooled off right alongside the
temperature, settling into the middle of the
MEN’S SOCCER
(6-1-3 Overall, 3-1-3 NESCAC)
at Somerville, Mass.
Tufts
Suffolk

3
1

0 — 3
0 — 1

NESCAC standings with one win, one loss
and three ties in the five games prior to
Wednesday’s contest. After last weekend’s
draw with a Conn. College side that is winless in conference play, the team was left
searching for the early September magic.
But on Wednesday afternoon, Tufts was
able to rediscover some of it in a 3-1 win
on the road at Suffolk University. Despite
a history of success against the Rams,
including a 6-1 win in 2011, the Jumbos
refused to take the game lightly, especially
given their struggles of late.
“Since Conn., we had a team meeting
to get ourselves back on track a little bit,”
sophomore forward Maxime Hoppenot
said. “We just had five games in a row
which were conference games, and we
can’t have one win, one loss and three ties,
which just isn’t good enough.”
Sophomore forward Gus Santos echoed
Hoppenot’s sentiments.
“We sat down and talked about what
we needed to do to get going early in the
game, how we could bring the proper
intensity and start the game off right,”
Santos said.
The results of the meeting certainly showed against Suffolk, as both the

oliver porter / The Tufts Daily

Sophomore forward Maxime Hoppenot ensured the Jumbos’ victory with an insurance goal at the end of the first half.
defense and the offense were clicking for
the first time in a while for the frustrated
Tufts team.
Tufts drew first blood in the 15th minute, when Hoppenot put away a loose

ball off the foot of junior midfielder Scott
Blumenthal for his fifth goal of the season,
giving Tufts the fast start it needed against
the tough non-conference Rams.
However, Suffolk refused to go down

Field Hockey

see MEN’S SOCCER, page 7

Football

Jumbos win ninth straight with 1-0 victory over Wellesley
The No. 8 field hockey team
keeps rolling along, notching
its ninth straight victory on
Tuesday over non-conference
foe Wellesley. The win improves
the Jumbos’ record to 9-1 on
the season and sends them
into their last four games full
of confidence.
The performance was a familiar
one for Tufts, as the team utterly
dominated every phase of play ―
including advantages of 19-3 in
shots and 7-2 in penalty corners
— but could not break through
for the majority of the game. Yet
the Jumbos got all of the offense
they needed early, with junior forward Chelsea Yogerst’s tally nine
minutes into the game serving as
the game-winner.

without a fight, as junior Nick DiCicco
scored off a corner kick, sending the
equalizer past Tufts’ freshman keeper Nick

The match marked Tufts’
third shutout of the year, yet
another strong performance
from a stingy defensive unit
that is only allowing 1.45
goals per game for the season.
Against Tufts’ relentless defensive pressure, the Blue offense
hardly threatened sophomore
keeper Brianne Keenan, while
Tufts blitzed Wellesley junior
Brit Mscisz between the pipes,
only to be denied on all but one
occasion. Mscisz stood strong
in goal even against a twoplayer advantage created by a
pair of cards given to the Blue.
The game was the last nonconference game on Tufts’
regular season schedule. The
team raps up its season with

matchups against Williams,
Bates, Hamilton, and No. 3
Bowdoin, with the last three
games coming at home.
The Jumbos head into the
stretch run filled with confidence due to the long winning
streak, but they will need to
pick up their offensive pace
if they want to come out
of the season with only one
loss. With Tufts sitting tied
in third place in the NESCAC
with Bowdoin, the last four
games will go a long way
in determining Tufts’ national
ranking and its position for
the all-important conference
postseason tournament.
—by David McIntyre

KC Hambleton / the tufts daily

Junior forward Chelsea Yogerst scored the winning goal in Tuesday’s game.

Tufts heads to Trinity
with nothing to lose
by

Aaron Leibowitz

Daily Editorial Board

When the Jumbos head to
Hartford, Conn. on Saturday,
they know they will be underdogs. Tufts is 0-3; Trinity is 3-0.
The Jumbos rank ninth in the
NESCAC in run defense; the
Bantams have the best running
game in the league. Trinity is riding a 44-game home winning
streak; Tufts has lost its last 18
games overall.
The Jumbos realize the odds
are stacked against them. But
they also know that on any given
day in the NESCAC, anything
can happen.
“It’s a tremendous opportunity,” head coach Jay Civetti said.
“[Trinity is] well-coached, they
play hard, they’ve got great players. But the ball can bounce in
anybody’s direction. I’m excited
to go down there and play with
our team.”
After a gut-wrenching 17-10
loss to Bowdoin last weekend,
it would be easy for Tufts to
get discouraged, especially
with a tough stretch coming
up against Trinity, Williams
and Amherst. But the Jumbos
have been here before, and
they know they have no other
choice but to soldier on.
“Mentally right now, we’re just
looking forward,” senior defensive lineman Curtis Yancy said.
“On the field, [looking forward
to] your next play, and between
games [to] your next game. We’re
hungry, ready to get one.”

On Saturday, against a team
that has averaged over 35 points
and 300 rushing yards per game
this season, the Jumbos will try to
show that they can hang with the
NESCAC’s football elite.
In a similar situation last year
against Trinity at Zimman Field,
Tufts did just that. Entering the
game, Trinity was 3-0 and Tufts
was 0-3, but the Jumbos put forth
perhaps their best effort of the
season, holding the Bantams
to their lowest point total in six
years in a 9-0 loss.
This time, Tufts will have to
play in a hostile environment
where the Bantams haven’t lost
since 2001. But the Jumbos are
also a different team now than
they were one year ago.
“I think everything is a year
closer to where we want it,”
Civetti said. “It’s a different 0-3
than it was last year. Last week
was an opportunity for a victory, now we’ve got to really
learn how to win, really learn
how to finish.”
In last year’s matchup, the
Bantams were all run, all the
time, rushing for 293 yards and
passing for just 4 against the
Jumbos. This season, the story
has been the same, with juniors
Evan Bunker and Ben Crick forming a two-headed monster in the
backfield. Last week, each ran for
over 100 yards in a 53-14 thrashing of Hamilton.
The duo will likely cause
problems for a Tufts defense
see FOOTBALL, page 7

